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Hybrid working and learning has become a daily 
process for many people. Nowadays, people join 
meetings and training from multiple locations as 
standard and the need to collaborate remotely has 
never been greater. 

Make meetings and classes collaborative wherever 
they are, with the new Ricoh Interactive Whiteboards. 

The new IWB A Series is designed to make 
collaboration work for you.

Key features
• Android embedded built-in
• Expandable with Windows controller
• A set of pre-installed applications
• Simple connectivity
• Wired & wireless content sharing

When you need to work together - 
don’t let distance come between you

For business For education



With its easy-to-use interface and built-in Apps,
the new whiteboards offer seamless communication 
and collaboration. Ideal for hybrid working, allowing 
multiple people to write on the same screen. 

Save time taking minutes and notes, you can 
capture annotations in real-time. Cast multiple 
screens wirelessly at any time and maximise 
collaboration.

Designed for business



Built for education

With remote learning and collaboration the new 
normal, hybrid classrooms must allow real-time 
participation and information sharing with inperson 
and remote attendees allowing external sources into 
the classroom. 

Our interactive whiteboards are affordable,  
intuitive and customizable. 
Teachers can now simply plug in a laptop to  
start a lesson.



Optimised for business and education

Effective split-screen presentation

Powerful audio, slim design

4K UHD display embedded canvas

Whether you’re presenting the next big business 
idea, or trying to capture the imagination of 
a classroom of students, Ricoh Interactive 

Whiteboards are designed with a feature-rich 
suite of tools built-in to give you the ultimate in 
collaboration boards.

Using two screens is a standard most expect in work and 
presentations. Run two different apps or images side by side 
with the interactive whiteboard and get more from your 
meetings and classes.

Communication that’s loud and clear with high-definition 
audio. Designed with optimally placed 15w speakers for 
pitch-perfect presentations. Subtle and stylish, its slim  
design complements every workspace, at home, office, 
school or studio.

So much more than a whiteboard. It’s a blank canvas for 
your next big ideas. With a sharp 4K (3,840 x 2,160) screen 
for presenting detailed images. Fitted with anti-glare film, 
your team can work comfortably for longer. So, nothing 
stops your creative flow.



Simple connectivity and usability

Useful picture-in-picture function

Auto input detection

Front-facing ports for multi-interfaces

It’s easy to sync your device to the screen, simply 
choose how you connect – HDMI, USB or USB 
Type-C. Save precious time and cast your PC 
screen quickly and simply. 

Connect your device and watch it instantly appear 
on the whiteboard via automatic video signal.

A picture can speak a thousand words – so add an image to 
your whiteboard with the picture-in-picture function.  
This could be data, charts or stock shots that help get your 
point across.

Save precious time and cast your PC screen quickly and 
simply. Connect your device and watch it instantly appear on 
the whiteboard via automatic video signal.

Choose how you connect – HDMI, USB or USB Type-C,  
it’s easy to sync your device to the screen.  
Practical for everyday use, you’ll find operative buttons 
mounted on the front of the screen.



Collaboration at your fingertips

Time-saving screen Share your screen

Expandable for business use Plug and Play Android Apps

The interactive whiteboard is more than a screen,
it’s an assistant. With built-in calendar and stop
watch functionality, you can maximise your 
meeting time and record each session to as 
standard.

The Ricoh Interactive Whiteboard is compatible
with all operating systems. Maximise the 
efficiency of your meetings, classes and creative 
sessions, display screens at the same time.

Ricoh Creative Collaboration for IWB lets you
participate, wirelessly, in multiple video
conferences in a single click. So, you can share
content without needing additional apps or
hardware.

Embedded with Android OS, you can use all your
favourite apps. Many apps are preloaded and
ready for use to save you time, such as the
whiteboard and wireless presentation apps.



• Real-time information sharing

• Faster team-based decision making

• Easy collaboration with remote team 

members

• Increased comprehension of complex topics

• Improved visual communications

• Brings multi-media and Internet content into 

the classroom

• Interactivity increases student participation

• Supports distance learning initiatives

• Connects to mobile devices

• Multi-touch for group activities

Powerful collaboration for business and education
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